A high power, high frequency, solid state power amplifier system includes a plurality of input multiple port splitters for receiving a high-frequency input and for dividing the input into a plurality of outputs and a plurality of solid state amplifier units. Each amplifier unit includes a plurality of amplifiers, and each amplifier is individually connected to one of the outputs of multiport splitters and produces a corresponding amplified output. A plurality of multiport combiners combine the amplified outputs of the amplifiers of each of the amplifier units to a combined output. Automatic level control protection circuitry protects the amplifiers and maintains a substantial constant amplifier power output.
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HIGH POWER RF SOLID STATE POWER AMPLIFIER SYSTEM

CROSS-REFERENCES TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Application Ser. No. 60/879,209 filed on Dec. 22, 2006.

ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION

The invention described herein was made in the performance of work under a NASA contract and by an employee of the United States Government and is subject to the provisions of Public Law 96-517 (35 U.S.C. §202) and may be manufactured and used by or for the Government for governmental purposes without the payment of any royalties thereon or therefore. In accordance with 35 U.S.C. §202, the contractor has elected not to retain title.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to power amplifiers and, more particularly, to solid state RF power amplifiers.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Current state-of-the-art power amplifier systems incorporate only single modules to generate the required power output. The power output levels of solid state power amplifiers are quite low as compared with current vacuum tube power amplifiers. In this regard, state-of-the-art power amplifiers are capable of generating power at levels on the order of tens of megawatts or more. In contrast, the highest power levels generated by solid state amplifiers is on the order of 1-5 kilowatts, which are hundreds and even thousands of times lower than power amplifiers employing vacuum tube technology. Because of this, existing state-of-the-art power amplification at high power levels has been almost exclusively been provided by vacuum tube amplifiers.

One serious drawback associated with vacuum tube amplifiers is the enormous weight impact of such amplifiers on the overall system. This is, of course, quite important in systems, such as space vehicle applications, wherein weight is critical. Solid state power amplifiers do not suffer from this disadvantage. For example, a vacuum amplifier typically generates 1 watt of output power. Moreover, these power levels can be generated with a solid state system of significantly reduced weight as compared with currently used vacuum tube amplifiers. A further important advantage of embodiments of the invention is that the power amplifier system provides a "graceful" degradation of output power, e.g., in the event of the failure of one or more stages in the system, the overall system continues to operate, albeit at a reduced power level.

In accordance with one aspect of the invention, there is provided a high power, high frequency a high power, high frequency, solid state power amplifier system, comprising:

1. at least one input multiple port splitter for receiving a high-frequency input and for dividing the input into a plurality of outputs;
2. a plurality of solid state amplifier units, each amplifier unit including a plurality of amplifiers, and each amplifier being individually connected to one of the plurality of outputs of said further multiport splitters, and producing a corresponding amplified output;
3. at least output multiport combiner for combining the amplified outputs of the amplifiers of each of the amplifier units to produce a combined output; and
4. each of said amplifiers comprising a plurality of amplifiers amplitude stages and an automatic level control protection circuit for protecting the amplifier and for maintaining a substantially constant amplifier power output.

Preferably, the protection circuit protects the associated amplifier from excess power operation, high voltage standing wave ratio operation and high current.

In one preferred embodiment, the protection circuit receives a plurality of inputs related to the operational state of the corresponding amplifier and produces a related output, and each of said amplifiers comprises a variable power attenuator, connected to one of the plurality of outputs of the at least one multiple port splitter and to the output of the protection circuit, for controlling the high frequency input drive to a first amplifier stage of said plurality of amplifier stages. Advantageously, the variable power attenuator comprises a PIN diode attenuator.

The protection circuit includes a directional coupler connected to the output of said amplifier stages for sampling the forward power component and reflected power component of the amplifier power output.

Preferably first and second separate operational amplifiers are used in producing outputs related to the forward power component and the reflected power component, the forward power component is determined by a user controlled forward power setting, and the protection circuit provides that as long as the reflected power component does not exceed a predetermined level, the amplifier power output is limited the forward power setting.

The protection circuit preferably further comprises a current monitor for monitoring DC amplifier current and for reducing the amplifier power output when the DC amplifier current exceeds a predetermined level. Advantageously, the current monitor comprises a resistive component connected in series in a power supply connection to the plurality of operational amplifiers stages.

Preferably, the protection circuit includes an operational amplifier for comparing said the forward power component and said reflected power component and for providing an output indicative of voltage standing wave ratio.

The protection circuit preferably further includes an input terminal for receiving an external voltage level so as to enable shaping of the amplifier power output.

Preferably, the protection circuit further comprises a summer, connected to each of the operational amplifiers and said variable power attenuator, for summing the outputs of the operational amplifiers and for supplying a corresponding output to said variable power attenuator.

According to a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a high power, high frequency, solid state power amplifier system, comprising:
an input multiple port splitter for receiving a high-frequency input and for dividing the input into a plurality of outputs;

a plurality of further multiport splitters, said multiport splitters being equal in number to the number of outputs of the input splitter and each being individually connected to a respective output of said plurality of outputs, and each of said further multiport splitters producing a further plurality of outputs;

a plurality of solid state amplifier units, each amplifier unit including a plurality of amplifiers, and each amplifier being individually connected to one of the further plurality of outputs of said further multiport splitters and producing a corresponding amplified output;

a plurality of multiport combiner, equal in number to the number of further multiport splitters, for combining the amplifier outputs of the amplifiers of each of the amplifier units to produce a plurality of combined outputs; and

an output multiport combiner for combining the plurality of combined outputs.

As above, each of said amplifiers preferably comprises a plurality of power amplifier stages and an automatic level control protection circuit for maintaining a substantially constant amplifier power output.

The protection circuit preferably protects the associated amplifier from excess power operation, high voltage standing wave ratio operation and high current.

As above, in a preferred embodiment, the protection circuit receives a plurality of inputs related to the operational state of the corresponding amplifier and produces a related output, and each of said amplifiers comprises a variable power attenuator, connected to one of the plurality of outputs of the at least one multiple port splitter and to the output of the protection circuit, for controlling the high frequency input drive to a first amplifier stage of said plurality of amplifier stages. Advantageously, variable power attenuator comprises a PIN diode attenuator.

Preferably, the protection circuit includes a directional coupler connected to the output of said amplifier stages for sampling the forward power component and reflected power component of the amplifier power output.

Preferably, first and second separate operational amplifiers are used in producing outputs related to the forward power component and the reflected power component, wherein the forward power component is determined by a user controlled forward power setting, and the protection circuit provides that as long as the reflected power component does not exceed a predetermined level, the amplifier power output is limited to the forward power setting, said protection circuit further comprising a current monitor for monitoring DC amplifier current and for reducing the amplifier power output when the DC amplifier current exceeds a predetermined level, and said current monitor comprising a resistive component connected in series in a power supply connection to the plurality of amplifier stages.

Preferably, the protection circuit includes an operational amplifier for comparing said the forward power component and said reflected power component and for providing an output indicative of voltage standing wave ratio, said protection circuit includes an input terminal for receiving an external voltage level so as to enable shaping of the amplifier power output, and said protection circuit further comprises a summer, connected to each of the operational amplifiers and said variable power attenuator for summing the outputs of the operational amplifiers and for supplying a corresponding output to said variable power attenuator.

According to yet another aspect of the invention, there is provided a high power, high frequency, solid state power amplifier system, comprising:

an input multiple port splitter for receiving a high-frequency input and for dividing the input into a plurality of outputs;

a plurality of further multiport splitters, said multiport splitters being equal in number to the number of outputs of the input splitter and each being individually connected to a respective output of said plurality of outputs, and each of said further multiport splitters producing a further plurality of outputs;

a plurality of solid state amplifier units, each amplifier unit including a plurality of amplifiers, and each amplifier being individually connected to one of the further plurality of outputs of said further multiport splitters and producing a corresponding amplified output;

a plurality of multiport combiner, equal in number to the number of further multiport splitters, for combining the amplifier outputs of the amplifiers of each of the amplifier units to produce a plurality of combined outputs; and

an output multiport combiner for combining the plurality of combined outputs.

As above, in a preferred embodiment, the protection circuit comprises an operational amplifier modules for comparing said the forward power component and reflected power component and for providing an output indicative of voltage standing wave ratio, said protection circuit includes an input terminal for receiving an external voltage level so as to enable shaping of the amplifier power output, and said protection circuit further comprises a summer, connected to each of the operational amplifiers and said variable power attenuator for summing the outputs of the operational amplifiers and for supplying a corresponding output to said variable power attenuator.
embodiment, 16-kW of power. It is noted that the connecting cable lengths between components should be the same, i.e., each RF pathway should be of the same length.

Referring to FIG. 2, a block diagram is shown of one of the four power amplifier stages of one of the quad modules, i.e., one power amplifier stage of one of the quad modules 12b, 13b, 14b or 15b. Because all of the power amplifier stages are similar, it is only necessary to describe one stage (chosen here to be power amplifier stage 12c) as representative. As shown, the radio frequency input is supplied to a PIN diode attenuator 18, and three stages of RF power amplification are provided by (i) an input stage 20 connected to the output of attenuator 18, (ii) a driver stage 22, and (iii) a final amplification stage 24, all connected in series as shown. It will be appreciated that a PIN diode operates similarly to a variable resistor, with the resistance thereof being a function of the current flow through the PIN diode, more specifically, as more current passes through the PIN diodes of PIN diode attenuator 18, more of the output is shunted to ground instead of being supplied to the amplifier stages 20, 22 and 24, and thus the output power decreases. Although a different kind of attenuator could be used, PIN diode attenuators are the industry standard because their fast reaction and recovery times help protect the associated RF power device.

A four-port directional coupler 26 is connected to the output of final amplifier stage 24. In the exemplary embodiment under consideration, each stage (corresponding to stage 12b) will generate 1-kW of RF power with a 75-mW RF power input.

Protection circuitry 28, in the form of an automatic level control (ALC) circuit, protects the stage 12b from over power (excess power) operation, high VSWR (voltage standing wave ratio) operation, and high current, and acts to maintain a constant output power (which is variable between 0 and 1-kW in this embodiment). Protection circuitry 28 is described in more detail below in connection with FIG. 3.

External power supplies (not shown) of 65 VDC, 12.5 VDC and -15 VDC are connected to each quad system 12, 13, 14 and 15 and the voltages are distributed internally to all four 1-kW systems or modules of the quad system. A +15 VDC supply voltage (not shown) is generated internally from the 65 VDC supply for use by the ALC protection circuitry 28.

Referring to FIG. 3, a block diagram of the ALC circuit 28 is shown. Directional coupler 26, which is preferably a 1.5-kW 30-dB directional coupler in the specific embodiment under consideration, is used to sample the forward power (FWD) component and reflected power (REF) component of the output RF power. The forward power level is infinitely variable between 0 and 1-kW, and the corresponding output is connected to one input of an operational amplifier (op-amp) 30. The reflected power is monitored by a second op-amp 32 so that when the reflected power reaches 100-W, the ALC 28 reduces the output power to a point where a maximum of 100-W is allowed, regardless of the output power. For example, if the amplifier is operated into an open (or short) circuit, the reflected power is equal to the forward power and the total output power from the amplifier is limited to 100-W. As long as the reflected power never reaches 100-W, the output power from the amplifier will be limited by the forward power setting.

As indicated above, protection circuitry 28 also monitors the instantaneous DC current into the RF module. To this end, a current monitor 34 is provided which is formed, in this embodiment, by inserting a 0.05 ohm resistor in series with the above mentioned 65-VDC power supply going to the RF devices. A further op-amp 36 is connected across current monitor (resistor) 34 and when the current monitor 32 detects DC current above a predetermined level (which is 30-A (30 amperes) in the specific embodiment under consideration), the current monitor arrangement begins to "fold back," i.e., reduce, the power to maintain a safe level. In other words, by using the current monitor 32, once the current exceeds a preset level set by the user, the ALC 28 varies the current supplied to the PIN diode attenuator 18 which reduces the overall output power of the system, thus "folding back" the output power.

The forward and reflected components sampled by coupler 26 are also both fed to a further op-amp 38 which compares the two and provides an output indicative of the VSWR.

Another op-amp 40 receives a further input to ALC circuitry 28. This input is an external voltage level, and in the exemplary embodiment under consideration, this level ranges between 0 and 5 VDC, where 0 VDC equals no ALC protection and 5 VDC equals full ALC protection. In this way, external shaping of the RF waveform can be achieved. Thus, the input to ALC circuitry 28 is an external user defined waveform and this input can be of any type desired to achieve the desired RF output power waveform. For example, some cellular telephones have 10% "droop" in the RF power at the end of each pulse.

The outputs of op-amps 30, 32, 38 and 40 are summed by a summer circuit 42. If the amplifier 40 is operating correctly, the FWD PWR portion of the ALC is the limiting factor with respect to the output power. As the REF PWR voltage or the IDD voltage rise, the output power will be reduced accordingly. (IDD refers to the drain current of the power devices.)

Considering FIGS. 2 and 3 together, the manner in which protection (ALC) circuitry 28 controls the RF output power produced by the amplifier of FIG. 2 is through the operation of the PIN diode attenuator 18 which receives the output of summer 42 and which controls the RF input drive to the input amplifier stage 20. In the exemplary embodiment under consideration, the PIN diode attenuator provides attenuation over a range from 0 to 60-dB and the attenuation is infinitely variable.

Although the invention has been described above in relation to preferred embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that variations and modifications can be effected in these preferred embodiments without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention.

What is claimed is:

1. A high power, high frequency, solid state power amplifier system, comprising:
   at least one input multiple port splitter for receiving a high-frequency input and for dividing the input into a plurality of outputs;
   a plurality of solid state amplifier units, each amplifier unit including a plurality of amplifiers, and each amplifier being individually connected to one of the plurality of outputs of said further multiport splitters, and producing a corresponding amplified output;
   at least one output multiport combiner for combining the amplified outputs of the amplifiers of each of the amplifier units to produce a combined output;
   each of said amplifiers comprising a plurality of power amplifier stages and an automatic level control protection circuit for protecting the amplifier and for maintaining a substantially constant amplifier power output; each of said protection circuits receiving a plurality of outputs related to the operational state of the corresponding amplifier and producing a related output; each of said amplifiers comprising a variable power attenuator, connected to one of the plurality of outputs of the amplifier stages;
least one multiple port splitter and to the output of the protection circuit, for controlling the high frequency input drive to a first amplifier stage of said plurality of amplifier stages;

each of said protection circuits including a directional coupler connected to the output of said amplifier stages for sampling the forward power component and reflected power component of the amplifier power output;

first and second separate operational amplifiers used in producing outputs related to the forward power component and the reflected power component, wherein the forward power component is determined by a user controlled forward power setting, and wherein the protection circuit provides that as long as the reflected power component does not exceed a predetermined level, the amplifier power output is limited the forward power setting; and,

each of said protection circuit further comprises a current monitor for monitoring DC amplifier current and for reducing the amplifier power output when the DC amplifier current exceeds a predetermined level.

2. The system as claimed in claim 1 wherein said current monitor comprises a resistive component connected in series in a power supply connection to the plurality of amplifier stages.

3. The system as claimed in claim 2 wherein said protection circuit includes an operational amplifier for comparing said the forward power component and said reflected power component and for providing an output indicative of voltage standing wave ratio.

4. The system as claimed in claim 3 wherein said protection circuit includes an input terminal for receiving an external voltage level so as to enable shaping of the amplifier power output.

5. The system as claimed in claim 4 wherein said protection circuit further comprises a summer, connected to each of the operational amplifiers and for summing the outputs of the operational amplifiers and for supplying a corresponding output to said variable power attenuator.

6. A high power, high frequency, solid state power amplifier system, comprising:

an input multiple port splitter for receiving a high-frequency input and for dividing the input into a plurality of outputs;

a plurality of further multiport splitters, said multiport splitters being equal in number to the number of outputs of the input splitter and each being individually connected to a respective output of said plurality of outputs, and each of said further multiport splitters producing a further plurality of outputs;

a plurality of solid state amplifier units, each amplifier unit including a plurality of amplifiers, and each amplifier being individually connected to one of the further plurality of outputs of said further multiport splitters and producing a corresponding amplified output;